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Simple two level systems can model many light-matter interaction phenomena. But three level systems are necessary to
study some effects when the existence of two optical transitions give rise to coherent processes, that makes it possible
to transfer states from light to atoms (and vice-versa). In the so-called Λ-system (when two optical transitions share the
same excited state), an initially opaque medium for a weak probe, which couples one of the transitions becomes
transparent when the other transition is excited with a stronger coupling laser beam: this is the electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) phenomenon. The dispersive properties associated with EIT allow a control of the light
group velocity, and to go from a slow light regime to a fast light regime and even to negative group velocities. It is also
extensively used to perform light storage experiments.
Alkali atoms are usually used for this kind of experiments, but metastable helium has the advantage of not exhibiting
hyperfine levels. Using this simple atomic structure and the large fine structure splitting compared to the Doppler
broadening, we could isolate some years ago, without any doubt, a three-level Coherent Population Oscillation (CPO)
resonance [1], which is a very different phenomenon from EIT.
We obtained very recently in our group interesting results showing for the first time experimentally that coherent
population oscillations (CPO) can be used to store and retrieve light in a Λ-system [2]. The implementation of the same
kind of experiment was then possible in a more complex system, namely cesium [3], in collaboration with José Tabosa
from the University of Pernambuco in Brazil.
One objective is now to model the phenomenon and find experimental conditions to improve its efficiency. Besides
CPO-based storage, we will also perform original experiments in non-linear and quantum optics, such as phase
sensitive amplification and non-classical state of light generation (squeezed states or photon pair or triplet states).
Taking advantage of its simple atomic structure, metastable helium is ideal to perform extremely well controlled
experiments, in which transitions of the Λ-system or tripod system (4 level system where 3 lower states are optically
coupled to a common excited state) can be individually addressed. The main goal is then to extend light storage,
quantum optics, non-linear optics and four wave mixing experiments to the tripod transition that is very well separated
from the other transitions (nearly 30 GHz apart).
The trainee will be included in our current research work about light storage and phase sensitive amplification.
This research work is part of strong collaborations with the group of Pr. R. Ghosh (Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi,
India) and with the group of Pr. J. Tabosa (University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil)
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